Abstract. We give a simple proof of the ,>//, sum using basic hypergeometric functions.
The purpose of this note is to show that Ramanujan's summation First, since we see that the ,^, is an analytic function of b provided \q\ < 1, \x\ < 1 and \b\ < \ax\. To conclude we observe that (1) reduces to (2) whenever b = qm, m a positive integer:
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Hence (1) is valid in general since it holds on a convergent sequence within the domain of analyticity.
The known proofs of (1) [5] and M. Jackson [6] .
Finally we note that the x\px sum includes the Jacobi triple product identity, see Andrews [3, , as a limiting case, because 2 «"W lim^i-'/^V) = {qi;aX(-°x-WU-qx;aX.
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